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SWING, \( \frac{d}{b} = 90 \)
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**Vocal**
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Hurry for heaven’s sake I count each step you take while I’m waiting for

Hurry for heaven’s sake I count each step you take while I’m waiting for

Hurry for heaven’s sake I count each step you take while I’m waiting for
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You five six my heart does tricks as I picture all your charms

You five six my heart does tricks as I picture all your charms

You five six my heart does tricks as I picture all your charms
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Seven eight you’re at the gate and you walk into my arms bom bom bom nine ten

Seven eight you’re at the gate and you walk into my arms bom bom bom nine ten

Seven eight you’re at the gate and you walk into my arms bom bom bom nine ten
Kiss me again, tell me you get a thrill just as I hope you
will while I'm waiting for you.

Kiss me again, tell me you get a thrill just as I hope you
will while I'm waiting for you.

Kiss me again, tell me you get a thrill just as I hope you
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SWING 7-90  F7  Bb7  Afm7  Bb7  Fm7  Bb7  Eb  D7

12  Eb  Bb+  ff  Eb  Bbm  mf  C7  Ab+  F9  Fm7  Bb7

17  Fm7  Bb7  Fm7  Bb7  Eb  D7  Eb  Bb+  Eb  Bbm

22  C7  Ab+  F9  Bb9  Eb  Bbm7  Eb7  Bbm7  Eb7

27  Ab  Dbm  Ab  Cm7  F7  Cm7  F7  Bb7  G0

32  Bb7  D  C0  Fm7  Bb7  Fm7  Bb7  Eb  D7

36  Eb  Bb+  Eb  Bbm  C7  Ab+  F9  Bb9

40  Eb  Eb  F7  Eb  F0  F7

VOCAL  C  Cm7  F9  Cm7  F3  Bb  Ab7  Bb  F+  Bb  Fm

49  G7  Eb+  C9  Cm7  F7  Cm7  F3  Cm7  F9

54  Bb  Ab7  Bb  F+  Bb  Fm  G7  Eb+  C9  F9
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